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Index Chemical information and safety data Category:ChemistryQ: How to look up global variable value in python I was wondering how to look up a global variable
value in python. I know that you can look up a global variable by doing: global variables Python Variables in global scope But I wanted to know, can you look up a
global variable value in python by itself without having to do any imports. Like: main.py a = 0 global a print(a) I would like the output to be 0, but it gives me a
error: NameError: name 'a' is not defined Anyone know how to do this? A: The problem is that you are just referencing the variable name a, but you don't define

the name a on its own. So you should do: a = 0 for your code to work. You can also use top level modules to define variables on their own. For example, in a
module called foo: def bar(): print("foo.bar") Then you can access foo.bar by importing foo, or referring to it without needing a global statement: import foo

foo.bar() You should also read about module and function variables to understand how to have a variable defined at the module level, and how to access the
values of those variables. # file: foo.py global_a = 0 def foo(): global_a = 1 A: You cannot call global a without first defining it within the scope of some function or
expression. E.g. main.py: a = 0 print(a) foo.py import main def bar(): print("bar called") main.py: global a print(a) This will give you: $ python foo.py bar called -
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